Ford vacuum lines

These MN12 cars haven't been built since One of the things that goes bad over time, and not
necessarily distance is the rubber hoses on the emissions system. If the emission hoses under
the hood of your car are original, it's time to replace them now, rather than wait. If you wait, it
can lead to air leaks and cause idle or drivability problems, and most likely some diagnostic
trouble codes like a P or P Your car may not idle right. I'll go to the dealer or shop online to get
the quality of a genuine Ford part. In this case where we're simply replacing small lengths of
emission hose, it's likely not critical to get OEM parts. Well the plastic part of my setup was fine,
so I just went to the local auto parts store and bought emission hose. Note that these
instructions apply to many more Ford 4. This same process applies to Mustang, F, Crown Vic,
etc. Another thing to be aware of is that you cannot use regular vacuum hose to replace
emission hoses. You must use emissions hose or fuel line hose on those hoses. Regular
vacuum hoses just aren't strong enough to work. The auto parts store may try to sell you fuel
injection hose , that type of hose is rated to handle a lot higher PSI pressure and is not
necessary. As far as I know it will work, but again it's not necessary. I see there are silicone
hoses on the market, I have no experience with them so I can't say if they would work.
According to the factory Ford service manual, some or all? The manual mentions red and green
striped hoses but I couldn't tell if my lines had stripes or not, they were too old. For our
purposes we don't need the color stripes anyway. There should be a small sticker under the
hood or on the front radiator support area labeled Vacuum Hose Routing , refer to that on your
car to see where all your lines run. So I went to the local auto parts store for the stuff, but the
total for those parts was a bit less they sell hose by the foot even though you won't use it all
just buy what the amounts I mentioned. The process will be similar for 3. As for tools, really all
you need is a sharp utility knife or maybe scissors to cut the hoses. You want nice clean cuts,
preferably. What I'm not including below is how I determined what hose sizes I needed. I used a
digital micrometer and measured the internal diameter of the existing hoses and the outside
diameter of the things they attach to. Technically the hoses could be a very slightly different
size but all of the hoses fit OK. If you get a hose diameter that is too large you risk having a
vacuum leak. First off, to put this in perspective, this is all my old hoses laid out after I replaced
them with new pieces. As you can see, they are crumbly and no doubt had a few minor leaks in
them. When you touch the hoses, they leave black on your hands which means something is
not normal. Vacuum leaks are not good, so let's get started on replacing them. One more thing
before we start, here is a diagram with approximate locations of the hoses under the hood. The
green marks in the photo apply to cars:. It doesn't have to be exactly the same length but keep it
close to the same length to make it easier. Ideally you should use emission hose here, however
using the heater hose isn't a big deal. You definitely don't want to use heater hose on anything
that will have vacuum, as the hose will collapse. Again, this is a cheap fix so it's OK here :Here's a photo of the drivers side rotten hose:. To make things easier, I removed the air duct
going from the MAF mass airflow sensor to the throttle body, which also has a smaller duct
running back to the front of the throttle body where the IAC idle air controller is. PCV valve
emission hose. While I'm at it, shake the PCV valve when you have it out, see if it rattles.
Generally if it rattles, it's still good, if it doesn't, it's time to replace it. That's an easy DIY
maintenance task to do. Next up I replaced a length of hose that runs across the passenger side
valve cover. Again, take the old hose off, hold it up to the new hose and cut off approximately
the same length of hose. Next up I replaced the L shaped hose that comes directly out the back
of the throttle body and goes off toward the passenger side of the car. This hose was really
rotten and cracked on my car. There is a similar hose, same size L-shaped coming off the front
of the throttle body, replace that one too. I don't have a picture handy but it has the same bend
off toward the passenger side of the engine. Next I discovered a small short piece of hose down
past the air intake box. So, I removed the air box to make it easier to access, I suggest you do
the same. Basically the emission line that runs over the passenger side valve cover remember
you just replaced a section of that hose earlier , well, it leads to a plastic piece of line, then this
small rubber connector goes between that and another rigid plastic line. You can see that in the
very center of this next photo:. That's it for what I replaced "under the hood". I traced that line
that I just replaced the small connector line and noticed that it goes down underneath. I took off
the right front wheel and removed the plastic fender shield for easier access. Plus it made it a
lot easier to take pictures So, what you'll see down there is the charcoal canister which is part
of the EVAP evaporative emissions system. It has some rigid plastic lines, wiring, connectors,
etc. Here is a photo of the area with the charcoal canister in place before I did anything. The
other photo shows the U shaped piece that I removed as a unit you need to disconnect one
wiring connector, you'll see which one , and that allowed me to easily replace the small pieces
and put it all back together. Instead of one line going in, there are two, as you can see in the
following photo courtesy of TBIRD In addition to the hoses shown above, TBIRD mentioned

some other hoses in the fuel system that may need replacement. There is one hose in front of
the fuel filter you may need to loosen the fuel filter bracket and pull it down slightly to make it
easier to access , there is one hose behind the fuel filter, and one near the fuel tank. FYI the fuel
filter is located basically underneath the front passenger's feet, under the car. In front of the fuel
filter. Behind the fuel filter. Follow it some more and it goes up into a space along the fuel tank.
This is a pain to get off and on, So it takes some patience. I used the flat head to get the metal
line side off while pulling up. To install i grabbed the plastic line with needle nose's held it in
place while pushing the hose on ; then for the metal line grab the hose with needle nose and
push down while pushing metal line up. Note - only 1in or 2in space so take your time. Well that
covers the hoses that I replaced. I got all the rotted rubber hoses replaced that I could see, let
me know in the forum if I have missed anything, or if you have any feedback or comments on
this article. Thanks for pointing out a hidden hose! You have to remove the passenger side
inner fender plastic liner to access it. Mine was rotten, check it out:. NOTE: If you have a or 4.
First is a Tee in the vacuum routing system. It leaks sometimes, so here is a photo of the T, it's
kind of hidden behind the throttle body and plenum on the passenger side. It is circled in the
following photo sorry I don't know the source of this pic. A tip is to follow the plastic vacuum
line off the PCV and it will lead back to this T. Secondly, the tube that goes off from the Tee
toward the drivers side then goes into a plastic tube, and at the other end of the plastic tube is
another short rubber piece. I disconnected the other rubber piece other side off of the intake
maniold, by squeezing some needle nose pliers and working it off. It's a very tight squeeze,
have to be careful not to pinch or break fuel line. Then I pulled towards me by grabbing the
rubber hose I just pulled off. Which came out with the plastic tube that goes across and
connects to the T. Install - Where the babyblue arrow is T I disconnect it there first. After fishing
it under youll notice the rubber piece will be in view rite next to the nipple. Have somebody
slowly push on the T , Till it hits the nipple. Put a finger underneath the rubber hose lining it up
with tip of the nipple and have them push the T and it will slide on. Thats pretty much it. Easy
but a process LOL, After replacing that and the one that runs by the airbox. It fixed this bad
vibration I was getting everytime i turned the wheel when idling. Which some people suggested
to change power steering pump. But yea its gone now, Next when I find time i need to fix the
ones in the fender. From what I can see from up top and underneath they're all cracked. This is
looking at top rear of the intake manifold from the top view. The Tee is the rubber piece on the
right of the photo and the short rubber connecting hose is on the left of the photo which is the
driver side of the car. Obviously for this photo the intake is removed from the vehicle so your
view will be a bit different I suspect this also applies to other Ford models of the same vintage,
probably the Mustang and Crown Vic are the same or similar. This is a very common issue, here
is how to fix it. First, is your vacuum pump working? You will hear it when you turn the truck to
ON and engage 4wd, you disconnect a vacuum hose pump senses drop in pressure and tries to
re-pressurize , or if there is a vacuum leak the pump will just engage for a few minutes as soon
as you turn truck to ON. Next, is your solenoid working? Check my video for how to do this in
detail. If you have no leaks in the vacuum lines that go out to your hubs from the solenoid, then
the vacuum pump should shut off in under 45 seconds once it fully pressurizes. Now if the
vacuum hub continues to run for over a minute, you have a vacuum leak in your lines, but test
whether your hubs are engaged by jacking up the front tires and spinning one tire with 4hi
engaged. I can jump the relays and it will shift, it will work fine but after not driving for a week or
so and try the 4wd again the light does not come on or shift into 4wd. Any advice thanks. Hey
Bob, it could be your hubs or solenoid, or a crack in your lines. There are two things you could
try that come to mind. You can get a vacuum gauge possibly rent one from your local auto store
that attaches to your vacuum lines and see if sufficient PSI is being pushed to your hubs when
you trigger it after that time. This would point to a bad solenoid most likely. You could also use
many vacuum gauges to inject pressure into your hubs which would tell you what kind of PSI is
needed to lock them. I have a problem with a noise coming from my left drivers side hub trying
to engage?? I have a superduty with the 7. My vacuum pump feeds to a vacuum tank, then to a
solenoid. I found the right front vacuum line hanging due to a split, cut off an inch and
reattached to the axle. There is no vacuum felt from either side when pulling the lines off the
axle to the hubs. I have tested it in 2wd on the switch and 4wd hi on the switch. My pump and
other parts are not the same as your video. I have found the pump and reservoir but am still
looking for the solenoid. I have also been looking for a diagram of the routing of the vacuum
lines but no luck so far. I may just go buy a length of tube to bypass the truck to test the system
to see if I can get vacuum to the hubs and do the manual tire spin you showed in the video. That
would at least show me whether it is the solenoid or lines right? Another mechanic said I may
have a DRY hub??? But since no problem when locked I think it is a vacuum problem. I do need
to know when vacuum should and should not be present. A buddy had a similar problem in his

F but he said that there was vacuum present in 2wd and he found a leak in the hose near the
hub that he sealed. Thanks for any help you may have. Hi Mark, sorry for the late reply you got
stuck in spam somehow. The function of the vacuum hubs has been compared to a ball-point
pen in that the action to engage is almost identical to the action to disengage. There is a
vacuum pulse not full-time applied to engage the hubs and then the vacuum shuts off. To
disengage, a similar but shorter pulse is applied. The pump will turn off when the system
reaches a certain vacuum strength. So, while the key is in the ACC or ON position we know
there should always be vacuum in the lines so if you pull a line off of anything, causing the lines
to lose vacuum, then you will hear the vacuum pump kick on if pump is functioning correctly. If
you trace any of the vacuum lines from your pump you will find the solenoid. Is the 4or
vaccuum solenoid controlled by ground? Get back to us with your results. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. If you have any questions, please comment below. Go Kensun insteadâ€¦. February
26, at pm. March 10, at pm. Mark Kirch says:. June 5, at pm. January 7, at am. Sean T says:.
January 24, at am. February 21, at am. January 24, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. For the uninitiated, it is important to understand what IWE is.
Vehicles with this system have a low range gearbox and manual or automatic transfer gearbox.
Vehicles with 4WD can often be distinguished by special attributes: higher ground clearance on
expensive versions of SUV it can be a height-adjustable suspension , good angles of
cross-country ability, they are the same angles of entry at the front and exit â€” at the back,
which allows you to climb and descend slopes and move over obstacles. So when your engine
is not running and you park every time you turn off your engine, it is going to push the spline
wheel this third piece over under the axle. It sucks it over onto the hub side and puts it in all. It
unlocks the wheel which is what you would want in two-wheel drive. Automatic transmission
solenoid is a solenoid valve regulator that performs the work of closing and opening the oil
channel. Its operation is controlled by an ECU, which sends continuous electrical impulses with
a certain frequency. The solenoid controls the oil pressure on specific clutch bundles by
quickly shifting gears or removing the hydraulic transformer lock. Transmission solenoid is
responsible for the control of gearbox modes. The solenoid or solenoid valve is generally
located in the hydraulic valve plate, the hydraulic block. In the hydraulic block it is inserted into
the channel, where it is fastened with a bolt or a special pressure plate. At the other end, it is
connected to the control unit by means of a loop or wiring plug. The actuator solenoid is
responsible for the transmission of signals between the hydraulic and electrical systems. It
connects them by means of its functions. And often, this integration causes faults that are
detected by the computer. There are at least four solenoids in the automatic transmission unit.
Their number depends on the complexity of the circuit and the number of steps. Cables and
loops often cause solenoids to break, so they are replaced as quickly as the solenoid. IWE ones
are located behind the battery on the firewall. Thus, hub is the detail to which you screw the
wheel. The wheel hub is the second part, hidden from your eyes, attached to the shaft. However,
the design of the hub of the front wheel is a little more complicated than it seems at first sight.
The hub in a car should not simply duplicate the rotation of the shaft. Otherwise, manufacturers
would not complicate the design and banal change its shape. It sits on the shaft body and is
attached to its rotating part, transmitting its rotation to the wheels by means of ball bearings.
This allows part of the load to be removed from the wheel during braking and acceleration.
Vacuum pulls the hub up to 2WD, and the absence of vacuum outputs it to 4WD by default. To
check the all-wheel drive, put one front wheel on the jack. Then rotate the front cardan by hand.
Note that the raised wheel must also rotate. If the wheel is spinning, try to hold it by hand by
simulating some of the road load. The wheel will stop and you will hear crunchy parts if the
clutch components are faulty. Check the second wheel drive in the same way. If there are any
malfunctions, disassemble the clutch and inspect the All Wheel Drive Automatic Activation ring.
If the ring breaks due to the wear, replace it without changing the clutch assembly. Check
all-wheel drive visually. First turn the rudder to some side. Then you should take a close look at
the inside. If a corrugated rubber-coated part enters the center of the wheel, this will indicate the
front drive. Now take a look at the rear axle. You should go around the vehicle and look at the
bottom. If there is a thickening in the middle of the beam or parts with the same rubber coating
as the front wheel, this will indicate all-wheel drive. Look at the 4WD light bulb â€” it should
blink and light green when all-wheel drive is on. The light should not indicate a malfunction
when the motor is off. Also, turn off the 4WD and position the car so that one wheel does not
come into contact with the road surface. Then turn on the four-wheel drive. This is not a difficult
way to check the four-wheel drive. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Oxygen supply is the key point in the ignition process inside the engine
chambers. The combustion power and cleanliness of the engine interior depend on the air

quality and its volume. For this reason, you should always When considering Best Oils For 6.
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